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ABSTRACT 
In this rapidly changing and challenging scenario this is the need of the hour to be familiar with each and every 

cultural, but how, is the biggest question.  Non –verbal communication is the probable answer. It is a well known 

fact that action speaks louder than words. Non verbal communication exactly works on this principle. When 

languages fail, words become silent and all the other technical media face some problems then the last and the 

ultimate option i.e. human resources can help to resume the communication and with the help of non verbal 

communication it is possible. Linguists denote only 7% importance to words and the remaining 55% and 38% share 

of importance is given to face expression and tone of voice respectively. The challenge is that even with all the good 

will in the world, miscommunication is likely to happen, especially when there are significant cultural differences 

between communicators. Miscommunication may lead to conflict, or aggravate conflict that already exists. We make 

-- whether it is clear to us or not -- quite different meaning of the words, our places in it, and our relationships with 

others. In this paper, cross-cultural communication will be outlined and demonstrated by examples of ideas, 

attitudes, and behaviors involving various variables. Technically Non –Verbal Communication is categorized in 

Kinesics, Proxemics, Haptics, Chronemics, Oculesics, sign language , voice and tone and Appearance and 

accessories, and  all these factors  either together or individually help in making social , political and professional 

communication possible.   The World has become a virtual village now and all the cultures and traditions are in need 

of close relationships.   This paper will throw some light on this significant aspect of communication. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Study on Communication behaviour was started in 1872 

with the publication of Charles Darwin‘s book ―The 

Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals‖ . In this 

book Darwin claims emphatically that all mammals, human 

and animal express their emotions through face expression. 

In other words humans use their facial expression to reveal 

their inner thought process. Though, Study of non verbal 

communication had been started in the 1800 , the emergence 

of non verbal impact paused in 1920 and not much research 

and analysis took place during the period . Study on Non 

verbal communication actually started in 1955 by Adam 

Kendon , Albert Scheflen and Ray Birdwhistle ,they 

emphasised the role of psychology in non-verbal 

communication and behaviour, after all , the behaviour of all 

humans is controlled by the psychology. Context analysis is 

the another name of the study of  human behaviour .  Now 

this method is used in studying the structure and manner of 

human greeting, social behaviour in parties and the function 

of posture during interpersonal relationship. It is recognised 

that human being have 250,000facial expression. Systematic 

study of non- verbal communication started during 1960-

1078 by the various psychologist and analyst.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Argyle and Dean studied the relation between eye contact 

and distance i.e. oculusics  and proxemics, Ralph v. Exline 

examined the pattern of looking while speaking and 

listening. By the 1970s a number of scholarly volumes in 

psychology summarized  the growing body of research  as 
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popular books including Body Language( Fast 1971) which 

focused on how to use non verbal communication to 

influence people and how to read a person‘s personality and 

behaviour like a book. Whatever researchers and analyst said 

is being proven true as the study of non verbal 

communication is increasing day by day . 

III. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 

Nonverbal communication 

Nonverbal communication is the process of communication 

through sending and receiving wordless (mostly visual) cues 

between people. In non verbal process of communication 

messages are encode and decode through the use of facial 

expression , gesture and posture . It is noteworthy that only a 

small percentage of verbal communication is required to 

decode any message correctly. Hidden messages can be 

revealed through the appropriate reading of personality. 

Here, read between the lines theory can be opted to know the 

real intensions.  

According to all the study non verbal communication holds 

the primary importance in communication cycle . Only 7% 

importance is given to verbal communication remaining 

93% is denoted to facial expression and tone of voice.  It can 

be understood by the given picture. 

 

 

Fig.1 Non verbal Communication 

This division itself shows the value of non verbal 

communication and behaviour . Basically non verbal 

communication is not only the study of body language as it 

is generally understood. It has many more technical terms 

through which personality , social status , economic 

condition , cultural impression, psychological status can be 

judged easily.  Technical division of Non-Verbal 

Communication is as follows— 

Kinesics   Facial Expression, 

Gesture, Posture 

Haptics Touch 

Proxemics  Space, Distance, 

Zones , Territory  

 

Chronemics Time 

Oculesics Eye Contact 

 

Paralanguage 

 

Tone of voice , pitch 

etc. 

Appearance & 

Accessaries 

Silence   

Clothing  

Sign language  Visual Signs  

 

 

Fig. 2 Parts of Non verbal Communication 

As it is said that personality reveals itself or  action speaks 

louder than words  both the sayings are specially used for 

non verbal communication . 

IV. CULTURAL ASPECTS AND IMPORTANCE OF NON 

VERBAL COMMUNICATION 

Each and every culture has different coding and decoding 

formulae to communicate. Cultural diversity may create 

confusion, humour and miscommunication. As far as 

professional communication is concern no one bears this 

kind of misunderstanding. Profit oriented vision never 

allows the politicians or businessmen or industrialist to 

suffer economically just because of inappropriate 
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communication. Psychology says every individual is very 

much different from each other even identical twins may 

behave differently, and our surroundings, our bringing up 

our culture and society affect our behaviour considerably. 

But there is not an easy way to know or learn about the 

different culture at at a time, but to survive in this virtual 

village , to be a part of this global society everyone has to 

learn about the cross cultural communication .  

Even speech contains nonverbal elements known as 

paralanguage, including voice quality, rate, pitch, volume, 

and speaking style, as well as prosodic features such as 

rhythm, intonation, and stress. Likewise, written texts have 

nonverbal elements such as handwriting style, spatial 

arrangement of words, or the physical layout of a page. 

However, much of the study of nonverbal communication 

has focused on interaction between individuals, where it can 

be classified into three principal areas: environmental 

conditions where communication takes place, physical 

characteristics of the communicators, and behaviours of 

communicators during interaction. 

There is no quick and easy-to-use reference guide for 

culturally-based behaviours and lists of cultural do‘s and 

don‘ts are ineffective. Even if it were possible to assemble a 

complete and comprehensive list of facts for each culture, 

memorizing such information and keeping it straight is 

unrealistic– and people don‘t really use lists, anyway. You 

can‘t find them when you need them, and you can‘t carry 

them around with you. Perhaps most important interactions 

between people happen within a given context, and relying 

on lists actually distracts a person from the immediacy of 

each encounter. 

One cannot change one‘s face but facial expression can be 

changed . Though, some emotional stages can be judged 

easily and their meaning are simple and similar in every 

culture and tradition as anger, love, hatred, sadness, worry, 

nervousness, anxiety, pity, ego, etc. But there may be 

different ways  to communicate such emotions . So ―how‖ to 

show these emotions and thoughts may vary from culture to 

culture. In basic term it is called etiquette  and manners and 

officially it is called protocol. 

When using dimensions of culture – time control, status, 

individualism, etc. – we understand that these dimensions 

point to probabilities about cultures that are worth paying 

attention to – and the word probability is key.  The same is 

true when we observe non-verbal behaviour and attempt to 

decipher its meaning. 

The most important thing to keep in mind about non-verbal 

behaviors is that they do not translate across cultures easily 

and can lead to serious misunderstanding. Human 

behaviours are driven by values, beliefs, and attitudes, and it 

is helpful to consider how these invisible aspects of culture 

drive the behaviors we can see. 

There are different meanings of eye contact in different 

culture as Americans always prefer direct and intense eye 

contact when they communicate. When eyes shift and avoid 

meeting those of the other person, Americans may sense 

disinterest or perhaps even deception. However, a lack of 

consistent and strong eye contact may be a sign of respect or 

humility in other cultures. In some Asian cultures, eyes may 

be downcast or sweeping, and this often disturbs Americans.   

Nodding of the head may be a sign of acknowledgement 

rather than agreement in some cultures. The usual response 

to a decision with which the patient or family disagrees is 

silence and noncompliance. Shrugging shoulders  can be a 

style statement for Americans but most of the Asian 

countries feels awkward with this gesture.  Rubbing hands 

can be judged as your worried or nervous status and showing 

thumb is not considered good in Asian countries . Being a 

task-oriented culture, Americans tend to want conversation 

to get to the point, where other cultures will use it to build 

relationship. The use of silence suggests really hearing, 

considering, and valuing what is being said by the other 

person and is critical in cross-cultural interactions to 

establish trust. Americans tend to be moderately expressive 

when it comes to body language, gesturing freely compared 

to most Asians, but seeming constrained when compared to 

some Latin or Arab cultures. An American might misread an 

exaggerated use of hands or arms in conversation as an 

indication of excitability or distress in a person when, if fact, 

it means nothing of the sort. Keeping this in mind, providers 

should stay aware of how their own gesturing could be 

interpreted. Moving hurriedly and gesturing broadly might 

create discomfort for an Asian but go relatively unnoticed by 

someone from the Middle East.  

 A wise interpreter will avoid translating humour for the 

good reason that jokes and sarcasm don‘t translate well 

across cultures. In some cultures, humour can even be seen 

as aggression or dominance. Americans are individualistic 

and confident, tend to do a lot of put-down humour. They 

love to poke fun at themselves and others. This can be 

confusing for people from other cultures where close 

attention is paid to preserving the dignity of all people in a 

given interaction – in Asian cultures this is called saving 

face. A well-intentioned provider, whose position 

automatically conveys status, would confuse some families 

by poking fun at himself. It could easily disrupt the sense of 

trust vested in him or her Finally, in American culture, 

there‘s a big difference between a wry smile and happy 

smile, just as in many Asian cultures a ‗masking smile,‘ with 

corners of the mouth turned down, is a polite way of letting 

you know what you are doing is not appropriate. Similarly, 

in many Asian cultures laughter can be a sign of 

embarrassment rather than a response to humour as it 

typically is in the US.  Reading facial expressions, body 

language, etc. is second nature to people from Asian 

cultures, but goes unnoticed by many Americans unless they 

make a concerted effort to pay closer attention in cross-

cultural situations. Sign language is also an important aspect 

of non verbal communication . Without knowing the 
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language with the sign language one can survive anywhere 

as same signs are used in various culture to communicate the 

thought . As traffic signals , indicators of directions ,dance 

actions with visual graphics.   Hand movements , distance 

between two  person, way of touching each other, standing 

posture, hair style, appearance and accessories can 

differentiate the culture, voice tone sitting position all these 

have thousands of meaning and quite difficult to evaluate 

them , but when language fails, words become silence and 

technical error occurs  then only one alternative remains i.e. 

human resource which never fails and with honest effort one 

can resume the communication through non verbal 

communication.  

   V. CONCLUSION 

Use of the various Non –verbal tools need a keen 

observation and analysis . As mentioned above no one can 

learn the protocols of every existing culture, the smart way 

to learn this, is that whenever any communication is 

arranged prepare one with good amount of home work . 

Basic characteristics of communication will help to make 

positive impression i.e. use of 5 ―W‖ i.e. Why, When, What, 

Where, Who and How. Certainly homework before 

presenting any idea to a stranger gives you a kind of 

confidence and ease. Even during the cross cultural 

relationship this idea will sustain the communication.―85% 

of your financial success is due to your personality and 

ability to communicate, negotiate and lead . shockingly, only 

15% is due to technical knowledge.‖ --Deal Carnegie. 
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